
 

 

 

 

Style Guide | The Welcoming and Knowledgeable Project 
 

Southcoast Health is committed to embracing and fostering a diverse and welcoming environment for all. We strive to 
achieve health equity for all patients. Many initiatives are under way across the organization to achieve this mission. 
 
The LGBTQIA+ Welcoming and Knowledgeable project is one such effort. Southcoast Health’s Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion (DE&I) Council and the LGBTQIA+ Employee Resource Group (ERG), along with our Digital Health Services 
team and employees across our system, have launched this project to ensure an excellent patient experience for 
members of the LGBTQIA+ community. 
 
This project is designed to enhance functionality in Epic to gather Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) 
information required to provide optimal care for LGBTQIA+ patients, while also building upon our cultural training 
toward strengthening patient experience.  
 
This style guide gives Southcoast Health providers and employees specific details to help create inclusive 
communication with patients who are members of the LGBTQIA+ community. Other resources have been established 
for all staff to ensure successful implementation, including a web page, eLearning modules, scripting and videos. 
 
Each and every Southcoast Health employee plays a crucial role in this process, whether during face-to-face or 
phone interactions with patients and their loved ones or in written correspondence via letters and MyChart 
messages.  
 
On the next page, you will find print-and-post instructions on how to address patients in person, on phone calls and in 
written materials going forward. This guidance is based on best practices from Fenway Health and other systems, as 
well as input from the Southcoast Administration and leaders throughout our hospitals, practices and other facilities.  
 
These best practices include information relating to sexual orientation, gender identity, sex assigned at birth, 
pronouns, gender affirmations, organ inventory, “X” as a new option for legal sex and preferred name. A modified 
display of electronic patient records in Epic will ensure that physicians and providers can easily access this 
information, and patients will be able to complete and edit some of these fields prior to an appointment via MyChart. 
 
While a number of Epic templates will be updated, correspondence originating from individual practices will be the 
responsibility of the respective staffs. If you have questions, please submit them here, or speak with your manager.  
 
Please stay tuned in the coming months and beyond for more information about Southcoast Health’s Welcoming and 
Knowledgeable project. This important advancement represents the culmination of the combined efforts of many 
departments, but it is also just the beginning of a system-wide commitment to improving access and service for all.  
 
Thank you. 
 
 

https://www.southcoast.org/employee-welcoming-knowledgeable/
https://www.southcoast.org/employee-welcoming-knowledgeable/


 

 

 

GENDER REFERENCES 

 

In patient-facing correspondence and documentation, please remove the gender references “male” and “female,” 
“man” and “woman,” and/or “boy” and “girl.” 
 
Why? Inaccurate gender reference can be hurtful to anyone seeking health care, even when unintentional.  
 

LEGAL AND PREFERRED NAME 
 

In patient-facing correspondence and documentation – like letters, MyChart ticklers, and billing statements – along 
with all clinical notes from/between providers, including orders and prescriptions, please use preferred and legal 
name(s) at the top of the document. Then, please use the preferred first name only throughout the rest of the 
document.  
 
Why? Many people use a name different from the one on their insurance or government-issued identification, 
especially transgender and gender-diverse people. It is important for the experience of all patients that we use the 
preferred name for each.  
 

PREFIXES 
 

In patient-facing correspondence and documentation, along with all clinical notes from/between providers, including 
orders and prescriptions, please remove any prefixes like “Mr.,” Mrs.” or “Ms.” and last name. Replace both with only 
preferred first name. 
 
Why? Using an inaccurate prefix can be hurtful to anyone seeking health care, even when unintentional. 
 

PRONOUNS 
 

In patient-facing correspondence and documentation – like letters, MyChart ticklers, and billing statements – along 
with all clinical notes from/between providers, including orders and prescriptions, please replace pronouns, including 
possessives (she, her, hers, he, him, his) with the patient’s preferred first name and/or “patient.”  
 
Why? Using an inaccurate pronoun can be hurtful to anyone seeking health care, even when unintentional.  
 

SALUTATIONS AND GREETINGS 
 

In patient-facing correspondence and documentation – like letters, MyChart ticklers, and billing statements – please 
remove “Dear” from the greeting. 
 
Why? In some languages, unnecessary salutations such as “Dear” are not gender-neutral. 
 

 


